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Abstract
The purpose

of this study hras to

examine

the relationship between inmates'

attributions of causality for their crirninal behaviour
feelings and ability

to

cope

and

their current

with inprisonment. A randorn sanple of

60 inmates of a mediun security penitentiary hras interviewed. Both

quantitative and open-ended questions were used to elicit attributions

of causality by respondents.

The Beck Depression Inventory Q967) and

Levensonfs nultidirnensional locus

adninistered.

Coping scores were obtained

and also frorn penitentiary

of the study

of control

measure (L972) were also

fron the innates

social service staff members.

was strong support

more

The

najor finding

for the existence of an actor-observer

bias in the explanation of inmatesr offenses. Staff

significantly

themselves

members made

internal attributions regarding innatest crimes than

did the prisoners themselves. Related to this difference in perception
between actors and observers,

it

was

also found that staff rated

as naking less progress, they expected more

recidivisn,

inrnates

and attributed

the causes of the crime to more stable factors than did the innates.
Other predictions
made

that were confirmed included the following: staff

who

stable ratings tended to have gïeater expectations for reinvolvement,

inrnates who had previously been inprisoned

nake stable

in a penitentiary tended to

attributions regarding their behaviour, those who felt their

crime was very serious gave

nultiple explanations for their behaviour,

and those who had corunitted

their crime with

tended

to

rnake

one

or more accomplices

external attributions regarding their actions. The existence

of loneliness and depression

was found

coping. Several unpredicted results
within an attributional

f¡arnework.

to be associated with poor

hrere

inmate

also found, and are discussed

-1 11-
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The Relationship

of Inmate Attributions to

Coping Behaviour and Current Feelings
The purpose

irunate

of this thesis

was

to

examine the

relationship of

attributions to coping behaviour and current feelings. I believe

this is important for several reasons. First, it provides an extension
of attribution concepts to the prison setting, aiding in establishing
the replicability and generalizabíIity of previous findings.

it presents an oppottunity to test
attribution theory,

somewhat

and explore several

Second,

conflicting views hrithin

logically inconpatible

hypotheses.

Third, the present study has practical value in that it suggests several
implications for rehabilitation.

Attribution
Attribution theory is

Theory

concerned

with

how people explain

the

causes

of behaviour. Accodring to Heider (1958) people tend to attribute acts
to environrnental factors or to internal properties inherent in the actor.
Internal e:planations focus on the actorr s personality traits or
'rdispositionstr. In addition to this internal and external dimension in

attributions, Weiner (L974)

and others believe our explanations

of

behaviour can be classifieð along a stable-unstable dimension. Stable
causes are seen as enduring; unstable causes as temporary. Any given

attribution

can be

classified on both dinensions simultaneously.

Thus,

there are four rnajor ty?es of attributions: internal, stable; internal,
unstable; external, stable; external, unstable. An example of these

attribution concepts ernbedded in a crime report
(1977)

in parole research follows:

used by Carroll and Payne

-2-

Mr. Green is a Z5-year-old nale convicted of seconddegree murder. He was in a bar having a

to the victirn when they
each

other.

He

began

drink

and

talking

to argue, push and punch

pulled out a gun and shot the victim

several tines; the victin was pronounced dead on arrival

at the hospital. Mr. Green surrendered hinself to police
called by the bartender.

He has no previous record

of

.or,.ri.aiorrr. Interviews indicated that he could not find
a good job

ization.

because

his skill

had been replaced by nechan-

The circunstances around

the crime had been

acting on hin for sone tine.
Thus, the background information of the crine can be seen to suggest

an

external, stable causal attribution for the behaviour, if it ís construed
as being due
The

to a long-term lack of a job.

stability dinension has been

of future behaviour.

shown

to relate to predictions

Research has demonstrated

that expectations for

future behaviour are based on past behaviour to the extent that the
perceived course is stable over time (Feather Ç Simon, I97L; Frieze

&

Weiner, I97l; Valle Ç Frieze, L976; Weiner, Nierenberg Ê Goldstein, L976).
When an

act is attributêd to a,.stable cause, people expect sinilar acts in

the future; the
more moderate

same

act attributed to an unstable cause generates a much

e)iq)ectation. In a prison setting this 1ed to the hypothesis

that attributions to stable

causes would lead

recidivism, by both the imate hinself

and by

to higher expectations for
prison staff.

Related to the concept of causal assignment, research with severe

accident victins has denonstrated that blaning another predicts poor

. ::.!:,1::.::i
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coping, whereas self-blame predicts good coping (Bulnan S lVortman, 1.977).

Individuals

who had been paralyzed

in serious accidents were intensively

intervierved to elicit attributions of blane and causality; coping scoïes
were obtained

respondentrs

fron a social worker and a nurse familiar with

each

case. .Individuals were described as coping well if they

had accepted the

reality of their injury

and were

positively with the paralysis. Patients

who had a

towards physical therapy, who were notivated

of their physical abilities

and who

attenpting to deal

positive attitude

to work towards

improvement

reflected a desire to be as physically

independent as possible u¡ere considered

to be coping weI1. This definition

of coping was provided to nurses and social workers,

who then

rated the

patient on a 16-point scale with endpoints of'tcoped very poorly"
I'coped extrernely

wellrr. Results

suggested

and

that blaning another was a

successful predictor of poor coping; self-blame vras a successful predictor

of

good

coping. Extensions of these findings

suggested

that

inmates

who blaned

others (an external attribution) would

who blamed

thenselves (an internal attribution) would cope wel1.

,
Jones and

cope

pooïly, while

those

Actor-Observer Bias

Nisbett (1971) have argued that an actor-observer bias

exists in attributions. Actors are more apt to attribute their behaviour

to external

causes which

night

excuse

their offenses, while

observers

are more apt to attribute their behaviour to internal causes. Thís
been one

of the most widely researched attributional biases (e.g.,

Gunn Ê Chernicky, 1975) and

has

West,

is a generally well-established principle.

It has an inportant inplication for the crininal justice system,
it could be argued, is organized around the concept of individual

which,

-- .

,a

,

:. .t.'

responsibi

I

a.

ì.:.:-..,4:..

..:.:',':'

ity.

Wells (1980) has questioned the existence of an actor-observer

bias in causal explanations for delinquent behaviour. To test the
postulate, she had sanples of institutionalized adolescents and publicschool ninth-graders rate the likelihood of L2 attributions for delinquent

behaviours. The attributions were grouped into rrsituational't and
rrdispositionalrr scales; the situational explanations referred to forces
external to the actor, and the dispositional explanations referred to
enduring traits in the actor. Differences in attributions were assessed

for three delinquent behaviours: illegal drug use, illegal alcohol use,
and

joyriding. WetIs found that ädólescents attribute their

own and

others' delinquent behaviour to situational over dispositional

causes,

a finding which she interpreted as being in contrast to the Jones and
Nisbett thesis. However, closer scrutiny of her actual results aIIows
an interpretation that is consistent with traditional attribution theory.
¡lVelIs ieported a main

attribute their

effect for attribution t)rpe,

own and

narnely

that

adolescents

othersf delinquent behaviour to situational over

dispositional causes. Secondly, with respect to "own and otherst behaviourr',
she reported that adolescents use both dispositional and situational

attributions to a greater

degree when explaining othersr delinquent

behaviour than when explaining their own delinquent behaviour. Wel1s

interpreted these results as being in contrast to the actor-observer

bias, although such a conclusion is not conpletely warranted on the basis
of her data.
The

fact that

attributions

Wel1s found adolescents using rnore dispositional

when explaining

othersf delinquent behaviour than

when

':.:; :li r.::; ;:
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explaining their

own

is definitely consistent with the notion of

an

actor-observer bias. Even her rnain effect for attributions offered

some

support for the actor-observer bias in that adolescents attributed their
own delinquent behaviour

0n1y the

causes.

fact that situational explanations were also used rnore often

when explaining
own

to situational over dispositional

is not.

othersr delinquent behaviour than when explaining oners

Thus

it

appears

that a more accurate interpretation of Wellsr

data would be that evidence of an actor-observer bias was found on the

dispositional measure, but not on the situational measuïe. Itlells

chose

not to enphasize the aspect of her research which is in support of the
actor-observer bias. Rather, in her discussion she used the main effect

for attribution type (i.e., her dispositional vs. situational scales) to
talk about the absence of an actor-obseïver bias. This bias is, however,
a relative concept besû assessed in terms of her

trol,ún

vs. otherst behaviour"

neasure. In the present study an actor-observer bias was expected to

present. It

was hypothesized

be

that innates as a group would be more like1y

to attribute their acts to external causes, while prison staff

would

be rnore apt to attribute the sane acts to sonething about the irunate

hinself.
Di

Research

ffysiol

o.f. Respop.sibility

in the area of diffusion of responsibility has dernonstrated

a significant inverse relationship between the nurnber of participants
and the degree

of attributed responsibility

(Ferdnan Ç Rosen,

i.978). rn

a

study specifically investigating attributions of responsibility for criminal
behaviour, these authors found that single perpetrators were considered
more responsible than those acting

with a partner.

From an

attïibutional

-6-

perspective, when rnany people conunít a crime together, an observer
say a given offenderrs action

trconsensusr'.

When

can

reflects what Kelley (1973) terns high

behaviour is not unique to the individual, but rather

others, "consensus'r is said to exist. Under this attributional condition, one would expect diffusion of responsibility to

is

shared by

occur. In the present study it

was hypothesized

that inmates who acted

alone would assume more personal causation, while those who had accomplices
would be more

apt to

make environmental

attributions.

Background Variables

Various background variables have been shown to relate to causal

assignrnent. Kel1ey (1973) defines rrconsistencyil as responding to a stimulus
presented

in different modalities

way. Thus, an individual

and on

who engaged

different occasions in the same

in bank robberies in various

cities at various times could be seen as reflecting "consistencyrt in his
behaviour. According to Kelley, acts reflecting high consistency and 1ow
consensus

(rarely corunitted by others) are attributed internally to the

actor. McArthur (L972) found that given information of a low
high consistency situation,

BS%

consensus,

of her college student subjects explained

itens such as this in terms of sonething about the person. It was expected

that

inmates r,rrith long

prior records would perceive thêir crininal actions

as due to stable causes and would attribute their behaviour to Dersonal

dispositions.

In addition to consideration of an inmate's previous record,
whether he engaged

and

in the crime alone or with an accomplice, severity of

an actts consequences can also be seen as an antecedent
Rosen and Jerdee (L974) found

to causal

assignment.

that severe consequences lead to greater

-7-

attribution of personal responsibility. Ílalster (1966) reports that
an individual is seen as more responsible for an act when the consequences

are severe. on the basis of this research it could be hypothesized

that violent crimes will be nore likely to receive internal attributions.
However, Harvey,

Harris and Barnes (1975) have found that if a person's

behaviour is extremely negative, he nay exaggerate the situational

constraints in an appaïent effort to ward off personal blame. In support

of this, Panell (Note 1) found that violent crininals

were more externally

oriented and less likely than non-violent criminals to take personal

responsibility for their actions.

Perhaps

this conflict in the literature

is illustrative of Kelleyrs observation that extreme events lead to
nultiple causal explanations--that is, extrene events get

I'rnorett explained

than less extreme events (Kelley, 7973). The present study sought to

clarify these contradictions.
Attributions
The

and Affect

relationship between locus of causality and affective experiences

has been studied

in a variety of settings, nost notably in

achievement

contexts. Weiner, Russell and Lerman (1978) found that the depressionrelated labels of hopeless., helpless, and depressed, and related affects
such as resigned and ainless, nost appear when there

stable attribution for failure.
Bulman and Wortman's (L977)

is an internal,

This would seem to be inconsistent with

finding that accident victins

self-blane (internal attributions)

ürere most

who engaged

1i1ely to cope wel1.

in

However,

the factors of controllability and stability nay be possible explanations

of this apparent contradiction. It

may be

internal unstable attributions are able to

that individuals
cope

well,

who nake

because they feet

7i"-:.'..:
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they have sorne control over the forces which temporarily shaped their

behaviour. However, those who attribute their behaviour to internal
stable causes nay be nore like1y to resign themselves to feelings of
depression and hopelessness.

In accord with this analysis, Dweck and Goetz (1978) found the
perception of failure in achievement situations as insurmountable is
associated

with attributions of failure to invariant factors, such as

lack of ability, and is accompanied by seriously inpaired performance.
These sarne authors found

associated

that mastery-oriented behaviour tends to

be

with attributions of failure to variable, or unstable, factors,

such as lack

of effort.

This research, where children were confronted

with failure in intellectual problem-solving situations, was conceptualízed
as analogous to the phenomenon of learned helplessness, first investigated

systenatically in animals by Seligman and it{aier (1967). The children
who gave up

in the face of failure tended to see the renedy as beyond

their control, to see the probability of success following failure
negligible, whether they

responded

or not. Children

as

whose performance

deteriorated (r'helplessrr children) tended to attribute failure to largely
uncontrollable external factors, or to a stable internal factor such

ability, both of which imply that failure is difficult to
The study

clearly

demonstrated

of both the I'helplessrf

and

as

overcome.

that despite the initial proficiency

the rrmastery-orientedrr children, the co.gnjtjons

they entertained about their failure differed and their

perfor_man_ce

over failure trials became progressively divergent. In the prison

situation attributions
was hypothesized

may

also guide selection of coping patterns. It

that attrcibutions to invariant, stable factors would lead

i.:

-9-

to a feeling of helplessness
Dweck and

and hence

inhibit coping ski11s.

Goetz (1978) point out that if helplessness, the

perception of failure as uncontrollable, indeed causes responses to

failure, it should be possible to successfully alter childrents
to failure by altering their attributions for failure.

responses

Tlris was accom-

plished by teaching helpless children to attribute their failures to

a lack of effort--as mastery-oriented children did, thus herping

to

cope

with failure effectively. Inplications for the penitentiary

system suggest
and

them

that those programs which stress intervening with cognitions

factors over which an inmate has some control

may

yield nore positive

outcomes. This is consistent with Rotterrs (1970) view that a najor

task in creating behaviour change involves changing expectations. Rappaport
(7977), however, notes that teaching the subject that he or she can
succeed

or

escape

which success

is not

enough;

a second element, that of a systern in

is possible is necessary. This suggests that interventions

individuals and also change actual possibilities, both
within the penitentiary and in the I'real worldrr.
rnust reach beyond

Based on

that

his analysis of the literature, Carroll (1978) has argued

good events receive nore

praise,

and bad events more blame, when

attributed internally to the actor, rather than externally, and especially
when

attributed internally

sosis, L974; weiner

Ç

and

intentionally (e.g.,

shaw &

Reitan,

1969;

Kukla, 1970). This 1ed to the hy¡lothesis that

prison staff would nake differential assessments of inmates, depending
on both how

the inmate was coping, and whether they attributed his cri¡ninal

behaviour internally or externally. When internal attributions were

made

-10-

and an innate believed he was coping

well, it

was predicted

that staff

would nake very positive assessments. However, when internal

attributions

hrere made and

the individual

r4ras

not coping well, it

was

predicted assessments would be negative.
Person-Environnent

Fit

Price and Blashfield (1975) suggest it is important to look at
dimensions

of both the environment and the individual inhabitants within

then. This allows
congruence and

that the

assessnent

of the degree of person-environment

its effects on behaviour. Holland (1966) has suggested

congruence

and characteristics

or lack of

congruence between

setting characteristics

of individuals nay affect inportant

relationship to

congruence

adequacy

is also inportant

.

,. ,.
,

,,,,,,.
'_:l

_

outcomes such as

vocational achievement, satisfaction and personal stability.

of person-environment

..:.

because

The phenomenon

of its

apparent

of interpersonal functioning. For example, in

a well-controlled study Wechsler and Pugh (1970) have found that psychiatric

hospitalization rates are higher for persons whose individual denographic
characteristics did not correspond with overall demographic characteristics

of the community in which they lived. Similarly, Pervin (1968) has
shown

that college dropout rates are higher for those students

who

displayed

,,:':,..,,

:::.'.

,,1:,;'::.:,:,

high degreeì of incongruence between personal and college characteristics.

1-i

'

Related to this, the personal attraction literature dernonstrates that
when peoplers values

are different, they tend to dislike one another,
,::.:,,:..:

leading to negative evaluations (Huston, 1974). In a prison setting,

it could be hypothesized that negative ratings of
likely occur

when

inrnates would most

the perceptions of staff (a setting characteristic)

;.-::':':.,
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and prisoners

did not fit--when there was a discrepancy in the attributions

each made regarding

the irunatefs crirninal behaviour.
Locus

of Control

In addition to providing a

frarnework

for understanding

causal

explanations for specific acts, attribution concepts also relate to

individualrs generalized tendencies. For example, the extent to
people believe they exercise control over

an

which

their lives (internally controlled)

or the degree to which they feel their destinies are beyond their

own

control and are deternined by fate, chance, or powerful others, has been
conceptualized as a general orientation (Rotter, 1966). Levenson (7972)
has developed a locus
between two classes

of control

measure which seeks

to differentiate

of externals--to measure belief in

chance expectancies

as separate from a powerful others orientation. The rationale behind this

tripartite differentiation

came from

the reasoning that people who believe

the world is trnordered (chance) behave and think differently fron people
who

believe the world is ordered but that powerful others are in control.

Thus, it appears these orientations are tapping quite different beliefs
and therefore should not be grouped together under the

rubric of external

control. Lao (1970) forurd enpirical evidence of this in a study of
Black college students, where ttpersonal controltt and 'tsystems blame'
(expectancy

factors.

for control over social systens)

She hypothesized

energed as independent

that for southern Black students, a belief

in external control on the systems blane factor

may be more

reality

based

than an internal belief, and nay therefore predict positive behaviour.
Results showed that students scoring high on external locus of control

with regard to the systens blame factor also reported that they favoured

-i.1.i1r
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collective

approaches

to the civil rights

movement and

preferred protest

actions as opposed to negotiations significantly more than students

who

scored in the internal direction. Thus, belief in external factors

relating to causality

does

not necessarily inply a belief in

chance

factors.
Using a nulti-dimensional measure of locus of control, including

three scales (Internal, Powerful Others and Chance) Levenson (Note

2)

found that expectations of control by powerful others related positively

to both

punishment

in prison.

for trouble-naking behaviour and to length of tine

The experience

of living in a highly reginented

environment fostered perception

and confined

of an all-powerful authority structure.

As wel1, those inmates who had been sanctioned frequently scored highly

on the I'powerful othersil measure. A similar relationship was expected

to exist in the present study of locus of control in prison
In
inmates

summary, the present study examined

inmates.

the attributions

nade by

of Stony lvlountain, a mediun security prison in Manitoba.

The

relationship of the inmatesr attributions to their coping behaviour,

as

deternined by self and staff ratings, and to their current feelings,

was

assessed. Specific hypotheses included:

1.

fnmates who made internal

attributions regarding their

crininal behaviour would cope betteï than those who nade external
attributions, particularly if they
fluctuating, unstable

saw

their behaviour as

due

to

a

cause.

2. Attributions to invariant, stable

causes would lead

expectations for recidivism, bI both staff and innates.

to higher
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3.

An actor-observer bias would be evident

in the attributions

of staff and inrnates, such that staff would tend to attribute acts to
something about

the irunate hinself, while prisoners would be apt to

attribute their acts to external
4,

Inmates

causes.

with long prison records (consistency) would

nake

stable attributions and tend to use personal dispositions.

5. Inmates acting alone would

assume more personal causation

than those acting with an acconplice(s).

6.

Inmates who had been inprisoned

been subjected

to

to

nunerous

who had

disciplinary measures, would be more likely

have a trpowerful othersff

7. Staff ratings of
when

for a long tine, or

orientation on a locus of control
irunates would be more

staff and innate attributions

measure.

likely to be negative

rvere discrepant than when they were

congruent.

8.

fnmates who nade

would experience feelings

9.

attributions to internal, stable factors

sinilar to helplessness.

Severe crinesworildreceive

nultiple causal explanations rather

than attributions to single factors.

10.

When

an inmaters behaviour was attributed internally by staff,

and he believed he was coping

evaluations.

When

well, he would receive very favourable staff

he was coping poorly, and internal attributi-ons were

made, he would receive negative

staff evaluation.
Method

Subj ects

Using a random numbers

table, 93 irunates at

penitentiary vlere selected from a card file with

no

a

nediun security

linitations as to

age

or type of crime.

These men were sent

a letter describing the study

for their participation (see Appendix A).

and asking

drawn from an

The sample

institution located approxinately 9 niles fron

It is operated by the federal government, and the population

was

l\¡innipeg.
averages

approxinately 380. The final sample on which data analysis was based
consisted of 60 innates. 0f the 95 men selected, ten were transferred

to another penitentiary prior to being interviewed, four were released,
two hlere
asked

in the hospital, one escaped,

to participate.

An

one died and

five declined when

additional ten were not interviewed due to tine

linitations.
The

assigned

nine social service staff (Living Unit Developnent Officers)

to

each,únmate

in the study were also

asked

to conplete a

brief questionnaire. Typically social workers or trained in the social
sciences, they are responsible for monitoring the progress of inmates
and

assisting in individual program planning.

Measurement

of Variables

The present study involved

collection of data through various

nethods: interviews, adninistration of questionnaires, and an exanination

of prison records.

Each data source

will be briefly discussed.

Inrnate Measures
Each respondent was

first given the "Criminal Attribution

Scaletr,

an eight-item forced-choice instrument developed by Panell and Panell
(Note

1).

Each

iten consists of an internal

and external statement

pertaining to a specific crime. Four of the items relate to violent
crimes and four

relate to non-violent crimes.

An examÞle

of an iten

',-

-

-,..:

-,.,

:.: ::l.l, :::--:,
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from the scale relative to a violent crime, namely assault, follows:
choice A. rf a guy hits his boss, it was probably because the
guy has a bad tenper.

choice B. rf a guy hits his boss, it was probably because the
boss was
The

riding hi¡n and was asking for it.

itens, which were randonry ordered, were developed from actual

statements made by probationers

that in a study of

in California. Panel1 (Note 1) reports

San Diego probationers

a correlation between the

rrCriminal Attribution Scale" and the Seeman Internal-External Locus of

control scale (1963) was found to be significant at the .01 1eve1 (r
varue not reported). The conplete scale can be found in Appendix
The second measure

to be adninistered to

respondents was

B.

a

nultidimensional measure of locus of control developed by Levenson (1972)

including three scales: rnternal, Powerful others, and chance. Each of

the scales consists of eight items in a Likert format which vleïe presented

to the subject as a unified attitude scale of 24 itens (see Appendix
Scores were obtained on each

of the three scales.

C).

Levenson found that

the Internal, Powerful Others and Chance scales had high internal consistency and were not coïrela.ted with a measure of social desirability.

Test-retest reliabilities

for a one-week period weïe: r = .64 (r scale);

I = .74 (P Scale), and r = .78 (C Scale) . Following are sample items
from each of the three scales:
Internal:

Whether

ot not I get to be a leader depends mostly on

ny ability.

Ï

well determine what will

can pretty

Chance: Itr

s

happen

chiefly a matter of fate

in my life

whether

or not I have a

few
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friends or

many

When

friends.

I get hrhat I want, itrs usually

because

I'm lucky.

Powerful Others: If inportant pegple were to decide they didn't

like ne, I probably wouldntt rnake nany friends.
rn order to have ny plans work, r nake sure that they fit in with
the desiTes of people

who have' pot4¡er over me.

Respondents answered on

a scale ranging from rrstrongly disagree" to "strongly

agreetr.

Following conpletion of these forced-choice measures of attribution,
an interview schedule developed by the author was conducted in which
backgrourd infornation was gathered and the

individual asked in

open-ended

fashion what factors he felt led up to his crime. This was an open-ended
atternpt to determine what inrnates perceived to be the causes of their

crininal behaviour.
scheme fashioned

Responses gathered

after Elig

and

in this

way were coded using a

Friezers (7974) Coding Schene of Perceived

Causality (CSPC). This was designed for anaLyzing attributions regarding
success and

failure in

achievement and

social settings. The coding

instructions and several sanples of the inmatest stories are in Appendix
Each inmaters response r{¡as scored on

narity

and

stability/unstability.

a S-point scale for internality/exter-

Ratings were based on a reading of

the entire story, not on segments or phrases.
coded

all responses.

the location of the

An

internal attríbution

cause was

causes such as the person's

G.

in the

T\.ro

graduate students

was defined as one

in

which

pers-on whose crime was being explained.

ability, personality, effort, motivations

or mood h¡ere to be classified as internal in location. External attributions
were defined as causes outside the person--causes located

in other people,

' :.:'.)
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in luck, in the situation, or in social norms or pressures. Irlutual
attributions were defined as shared causes between the person and other
factors. uncertain attributions weïe consídered to lie between
internal and external attributions, and the same code used for both
uncertain and mutual attributions. The inter-rater reliability

r = .927, y< .001 for the location dinension. stabre

was

causes weïe

defined as causes which viere not expected to vaïy over time, while
unstable causes were perceived as fluctuating. Consistent !ùith what

Elig

and Frieze (1975) found,

for raters to judge.
for the stability

The

this dinension

was the

inter-rater reriability

nost difficult

was

r = .659, g<

.001

dimension.

A check-1ist of specific causes which could be catego-rízed around

internal/external and stable/unstable dimensions

was presented and

participants hlere requested to indicate the factors they felt played a
part in their crime. The checklist (see Appendix D) included such items
as Itinfluence of ny friendstr, rralcohol., rrirnnaturityrr, and rrgrew up/1ived

in a bad neighbourhoodrf .

rnmates r^rere then asked

specific S-point

questions dealing with the stability of the causes to which they attributed

their behaviour

and

the co.ntrol they felt they exercised over these

factors. For example, two of the itens in this section

were:

Did the crime occur because of sonething that changes easily (such
as 1uck, fate, your mood)--or because of something pretty unchanging
(such as long-tenn lack
person

or situation)
How much

the crine?

of a job, or other

unchanging

qualities of

a

?

control did you have over the main things that led up to

;;:ìi'ì*1.-:::::-r
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A check-list

of feelings (see Appendix D) was presented,

and

participants asked to indicate on a S-point scale (ranging frorn 'not
at allr' to rrextremelyr') which emotions they experienced when charged
with the cri¡ne. The affects listed were: guilty,

ashamed, surprised,

nad, astonished, revengeful, furious, incompetent, resigned, apathetic,
and inadequate. These were selected because they are among the

doninant affects associated with failure in achievement-related contexts

(weiner, Russell Ç Lerman, LgTB). Five-point questions dealing with

the irunaters assessment of how he was coping and his expectations regarding
recidivism were administered. A four-item, short forn of the
Loneliness Scale (Russell, Peplau g cutrona,

in press)

was

in the data collection battery for exploratory purposes.
seemed

ucLA

also included

The concept

relevant and inportant because inmates as a group are particularly

susceptible to isolation from social relations. The scale itself

was

selected from several available measures of loneliness because of its

shortness. The itens aïe an optinal subset of the longer
has a high alpha

coefficient (.90+¡, and encouraging

UCLA

scale which

known-group,

discrirninant and construct validity (Russel1, Peplau ç Cutrona, in press).
The complete interview schedule and questionnaire forrnat can be found
Appendix

in

D.

The

final inmate

measure consisted

of verbal administration of

the Beck Depression rnventory (see Appendix E). Developed by Aaron Bec.k
(1967), this neasure consists of 2t symptom categoties describing behavioual

nanifestations of depression (e.g., sadness, fatigability,

social withdrawal)

It consists of a graded series of four to five self-evaluative statements,
ranked in order of severity of expression of the sympton. Each innate
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h'as asked

to

choose

the statement rvhich was closest to his present state.

Internal consistency of this neasure was demonstrated by significant
relationships between each iten and Beck Depression Inventory total
scoïes, and by an odd-even ite¡n correlation of 0.86,

Spearnan-Brown

corrected to 0.93 (Beck et al., L961). No test-retest reliability

data

are reported in the original reports, but Miller and Seligman (1973)

report a test-retest reliability of 0.74 for 31 normal undergraduates

with a three-month interval.

Pehn (1976) describes

this scale as the

best of presently available self-report measures of general depression

severity. standard scoring was used in conputing depression
with the range of the scale going fron 0 to
Staff
The

scores,

63.

Measures

social service staff person assigned to each inmate in the

study was asked to complete a brief questionnaire, developed by the author
(see Appendix

F). Itens again were administered in a S-point format,

dealing with staff attributions regarding the individualrs criminal
behaviour, their expectations for recidivism and their assessment of

how

the innate was coping in the prison setting. A sanple iten., follows i
Overall,

how

well do you feel Inmate X is coping in prison?

Additional questions asked about how well staff felt each inmate

was making on problens

staff

Tesponses was

each

relating to criminal behaviour. Reliability of

difficult to determine, given that

each innate has

only one Living Unit Developnent Officer assigned. In two cases an inmate
had recently been transferred

to another staff

in these instances both staff

rnembers were asked

,.,:.,
':-t::'.::l

t,

was

getting along with fellow-prisoners and how much progress they felt

,.1

memberts caseload, and

to conplete questionnaires.

.,
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There was 100% agreement between the

in both

staff ratings of these individuals

cases.

Records

Institutional reccrds were examined

and

the follorving information

noted.'type of crime, sentence, date of adnission to the penitentiary,
and number

of tines disciplined

(number

of institutional

charges).

Results

Following a description of the sample participants and a brief

outline of several
discussed

composite measures, the

Sample

The rnean age

years. Natives

6.6eo were

of the sample was 26.7 years, with a range from

comprised 36.7%

in the category

Grades 6

Seo

- 9,

47eo

With regards to religion,

Protestant,

18% Ronan

credits,

and 5% had a

6,

35% were

Grades 1,0

-I2,

university

degree.

42%

The crimes

the frequency of each, are

conunitted

in the category

Portugese).

of the sample listed "none", 22eo wèTê
Cathotic, 7% natíve Indian religion, and L2% other

[i.e., ltfuslirn, Jewish).
ivere break, enter and

were

18 to

Caucasians 56.7ro, and

had completed less than Grade

had conpleted some university

and

of the sample,

in the rrotherrr category (B1ack, Pakistani, Turkish,

With regards to education,

B%

each prediction

earlier will be presented.

Description of

40

results of

for which the

men were imprisoned,

in Table 1.

The major categories

shown

theft related charges (36.6e" of the

this type of offense), robbery

sample had

(28u"1, manslaughter/nurder (23

.6eo) ,

rape/indecent assault (16.6%), and drug offenses (16.6%). Length of
sentence received

is

shown

in Table 2.

at the tirne of the interviews

The average time spent

was two years,

five

months.

in prison
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Table

1

Inmate Sample Classified by Crine

Percent

Crime Category

of

Sample

Charged

L.

2.
3.
4.

Break, enter and theft
Theft under $ 200
Theft over $ 200
Possession of stolen goods

36.6

with violence
with assault

28.0

Robbery

Manslaughter
Murder
Attempted murder
Rape

Indecent assault

indecency

L6.6

Trafficking
Inporting narcotics
Possession of narcotics

16.6

Gross

5.
6.

23.6

Miscellaneous--parole

revocation, unlawfully

at large, cause disturbance,
nischief, procuring

L5.0

Assault

1L.6

8.

Fraud, false pretences

10.0

9.

Weapons

7

.

offenses

*does not total L00% as some inmates committed crines
categories

10.0

in several
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Tab1e

2

Length of Sentence Received

Sentence

2-

Frequency

years

209o

2, - 5 years

359o

5 - 10 years

30%

214

I0 life
TOTAL

23 years

89o

79o

700%

.

.

:

,:,

r.

:

l:.::::r::.:!::1:

,¡.

.r,

t: :.:-i !-:

".]r,i
c r''
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Other descriptive aspects of the sample are of interest

will be reported here. 0n the check-1ist of specific
53.Seo

and

causes presented,

of the sanple indicatedrralcohol" had played a part in their

crirnes, 51.7eo checked off f'a need for money",48.3% listed "being drunk
at the timerf , 4t.79o indicated rrlack of control" and 33v" of the sanple
checked

off "immaturity". Approxinately

one

third of the

inmates

indicated rfdrugs" (30%) and being "aimlesstr (30e") were factors in their

crininal behaviour.

The

entire check-list and the fÏequency of

each

category are shown in Table 3.
The mean score on

designed

the Panell Crirninal Attribution Scale (Note L),

to assess attributions regarding crine in general,

standard deviation =

was l-0.4,

7.07. This scale ranges fron 8, indicating purely

internal attributions, to 16, indicating external explanations. It is
of interest to note that
in general, the

when asked

ínrnates tended

to

choose

attributions for

to give quite internal explanations

of the respondents had.a score gïeater than 72 on this
I4lith regards

crimes

to the size of network, nearly

one

(none

measure).

half of the iilnate

sanple indicated they had no outside friends (49.2%) and no outside

relatives (49.2%).

The mean score on

Peplau G Cutrona, Note 3) was
people between the ages
ApproximateLy L9%

of

the

UCLA

Loneliness Scale (Russell,

9.75. In a Los Angeles study involving

1B and 40 the mean score was

250

8.2 (Russell,197 ).

of the'irunate sample had scores greater than

12 on the

loneliness measure, which has a range from 4 to 16. The correlation
between loneliness and

the innate question dealing with

individual felt he was coping in prison

was

-.47,

p_

how

= .001.

well

each

Those who

felt they were coping very welt tended to have a low score on the loneliness
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Table

3

Causal Check-List Categories

Category

Frequency*

Alcohol
Need

for

Drunk
Lack

53.3eo

money

sr.7%

at the tine

48.3%

of control

4L.7eo

Innaturity

33.Seo

Drugs

30.0%

Ainless

30.jeo

Problens
Grew

at

home

up/lived in

26.7eo

bad neighbourhood

78.seo

Influence of friends

1.6.7%

Victim asked for it

1-6.7eo

Mental problens

70.jeo

Parents

didntt treat ne right

Nobody would

*

give

ne

Frequencies do not

8.39o

a job

total

8.3%

L00eo

as each inmate checked off as

categories as he felt were relevant.

many
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scale.
Development

of Conposite Measures

Both social service

staff and inmates conpleted nurnerous items

related to coping, and to facilitate data analysis these were reduced

to conposite measures.
Staff

Conposites

Staff were
of

asked

to conplete items dealing with their

how each inmate was copin g

was making on problens

in prison

(cOPrNG)

,

how nuch progress he

related to crininal behaviour

he was getting along with fe1low prisoners

(PROGRESS), how

(FELLOI4IS) and

felt that a sinilar crime would occur in his life

assessment

how

well

likely they

(REINVOLVED). These

four measures were correlated with each other, with the resultant matrix
shown

in Table 4. Although all the

measures were

significantly correlated,

there were two pairs that had a particularly strong relationship. The
correlation between ttreinvolvedtr and I'progress" was -.738, y< .001, and

the correlation between "fellows" and,,copingtr was .767r g<.001.

This

reduction of the four rneasures to two composites made conceptual sense
as wel1. The "reinvolved/progress" conposite seemed to deal with progress

the innate was naking that would assist hin in the future, possibly
resulting in a low level of recidivism, while the frcoping/fellows" cornposite

to be a neasure of internal adjustment to prison 1ife. The two
conposites correlated .424, p <.001 with each other, and correlations
appeared

with the total of all four itens were .885, g < .001 and .79g, p <
for the 'tfuture' and ttinternal adjustmenttt conposites respectively.
The two conposite solution was chosen because
atnong

.001

of the high correlations

the measures in each pair, and because the two appeared to be tapping
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Table

4

Correlation Matrix

Staff Ratings of Innate Coping

Reinvolved

FeI lows

Progress

Coping

-.336

-.738

- .369
(g=.ooz¡

(g=.oo+¡

Fe1

lows

(p-.

.

oo1)

.374
(g= . ooz¡

Progress

.767

(9.

.oo1)

.405

(g=.oot)

_27

different dinensions of

-

coping.

Inmate Composite
The innates were asked

sinilar questions with regard to progress,

coping, getting along with fellow inrnates and reinvolvement. They also
responded

to an iten dealing with

how

well they were able to maintain

outside relationships while in prison. The correlation rnatrix of these
neasures is found in Table 5. The ttprogressrt, rroutside relationships"
and rroverall copingrr

itens all correlated with one another at r > .32,
and no other constellation of variables intercorrelated as well. On
this basis the three items were used to forn a composite innate coping
measure

rn

sumrnary, two

staff conposites were formed, one dealing with

internal adjustment to prison 1ife,

and the second

with coping variables

related to the future. one inrnate coping composite was formed,

which

correlated .18, g = .09, with the staff composite related to internal
adjustnent and .10, p = .22 with the conposite related to the future.

All further data

analyses,.weïe based on these cornposite neasuïes.

Int e.rna] ity/Ext erna I i t.y

L,fe

asures

Both open-ended and structured measures
each irunaters

of attributions regarding

criminal behaviour were obtained. The open-ended

measuïe

involved raterst assessnents of each individualts description of factors
leading up to his crime. The structured measure involved response to

the following question:
0vera11, think about the causes of the crime. Did it

occur mainly

because of something about you (such as

your personality or habits), or was it due to sonething
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Table

5

Correlation Matrix
Innate Ratings of Coping
Progress

Outs ide
Relationships

Overa1

l

Do Again

Coping

Get along

with fellows

Progress

.07

.2L4

(y=.zs+¡

(g= . os r¡

.383
(g=.oor1

.429

(p.

.00L)

-.118
(p=. raz¡

.569
(g= . oozl

-.3L3

.324

-.319
(ry.ooz1

(g= . oosl

Outside

relationships

(g=.ooo¡
Overal 1
coping

-.0L9

(Y'.+++1

¡,ll:,;¡¡
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about the situation or another person or persons?
Answers were given on

1 = frsomething about

a S-point Likert-type sca1e, with end-points of

merr and

5 = 'rsomething about the situation or other

personstr. The correlation between the open and closed-ended nethods

of

measuring

attributions was .485, g< .001. It

closed-ended neasure

for several reasons. Elig

was decided

to use the

and Frieze (1,979) found

discrepant results when using both open-ended and scale ratings. In

a

study designed to compare various inethods of measuring causal attributions,

they concluded that overal1, scale measures

choice.

They

support for

attributions
or

seem

to be the nethod of

state that the scale nethod provides generally better

some

and

open response

of the basic theoretical relationships

between causal

future expectancies and affect than do either the percentage
nethods. In the present study, both methods were used

for analysis, but in light of the Elig

and Frieze

finding, the S-point

scale nethod was preferred and reported. As we1l, the S-point rating of

stability, rather than the

open-ended measure, hras

preferred and reported.

Results of Predictions

L.

The

first hypothesis stated that innates

who nade

internal

attributions regarding their criminal behaviour would cope better
those who made external attributions.

internal

and unstable

attributions

than

In particular inmates who made

hrere expected

to

cope

wel1. This was

tested with several 2 x 2 analyses of variances, using both inrnate

staff coping conposites as the
done on

dependent

variables. A median split

the internalLty and stability ratings.

The

and
was

results using the

inmate composite measure of coping as the dependent variable, which were

all nonsignificant, are presented in

Appendix

H. Results using the
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'rprogress/reinvolved'r staff conposite as the dependent variable are
presented

in Table 6, with all

rneans and standard

deviations shown in

Table 7. The expected interaction between the internality and stability
dimensions was

inmate

not found. There was a significant main effect for the

rating of internality.

who nade

However,

it

was

not as predicted: innates

external attributions received higher staff ratings on the I'progress/

reinvolvedrr composite than did inmates who made internal attributions
regarding their crininal behaviour, F(1,56) = 7.L49, P = .01. This result
was also seen
moderate

in a correlation analysis of the

sarne

data. It

showed a

relationship between the inmate rating of internalíty and the staff

f'progress/reinvolvementrt conposite

( r = .25,

P_

= .029). Results using

the "coping/fellowsn staff composite were nonsignificant (see Appendix I).
2. The second prediction was that attributions to invariant,
stable causes would lead to higher expectations for recidivism, bY both staff
and

inmates. There was a significant correlation between the stability

and

reinvolved measures for staff (r = .31-3, g = .007), but the expected

correlation was not found with the inmate measures (r = .L55, g= -12).
Thus

it

appeared

that for staff, stability ratings did relate to expectations

for recidivisn.
3.

The

third hypothesis

concerned a

rather central concept in

attribution theory, the actor-observer bias. It
would tend

was

to attribute acts to something about the

predicted that staff

irunate

hinself, while

prisoners would be apt to rnake external attríbutions regarding these

same

acts. Paired sanples t-tests were used to test this hypothesis. Consistent
with this prediction, staff were found to

make

significantly

more internal

attributions than did the inmates themselves, t:(59) = 2.92, P =

.0025.
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Table

6

Analysis of Variance

Summary Tab1e

Relationship of Inrnate Ratíngs of Internality and Stability to
"Progress/reinvolvedrr Staff Cornposite

Source

Internality (A)
Stability (B)
AxB
Residual

*significant

of
Squares
Sum

Degrees
Freedo¡n

39.786

L

0.244

1

12.968

1

311.655

56

of

Mean

F

Square

39.786
0 .244
1.2.968
5 .565

.L5
0.04
2 .33
7

.01*
.84

.I3
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Table
l'.{ean

7

Scores on "Progress/Reinvolved'r

Staff

Composite

Innate Rating of

bo.
E>.

Stable

'Fl P
*).rl
cË

ú

3c0 (nS
dl!

HO

External

Int.ernal_

x = 5.72

x = 4.7t

2.42
i=6.26
S.D. = 2.45

S.D. = 2.49

S.D. =

.+

.-1

Unstable

Causes

x=3.I7
S.D. = .98
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The, means

on the S-point

measure (1 = rrsomething about me",

internality

5 = rrsomething about the situation or other personsrr) were 2.87 for
irunates and 2.'J-2 for prison

officials, with standard deviations of

7.62

and 1.30, respectively.

Other findings related to the differences in perception between

actors and observers are of interest.

It

was fotrnd

that staff attributed

the causes of the cri¡ne to moïe stable factors than did the inmates,

t(58) = -3.29,
and rated

p_

= .001; they expected more recidivisn, t(58) = -10.98,

the inmates as naking less progress, t(58) = 3.70, p.

p.

.001.

<

.001;

The

differences between staff and innate ratings of getting along with fellow
inmates and overall coping were not

4.
seen as

The

significant.

fourth hypothesis suggested inmates with long prison records,

indicative of consistency in their behaviour, would make stable

attributions. As an accurate

measure

of length of prior record

was not

available, this prediction !{as tested comparing those who had never
imprisoned
sentences

been

in a penitentiary before with those who had served federal

previously. A nedian split

done on

the stability rating divided

the sanple into those who made stable attributions and those who gave
unstable explanations for their behaviour. Results of a chi-square test

of significance indicated a systematic relationship existed
two variables, X2 (1) = 4.33,

p = .058.

been inprisoned previously tended

of this relationship
It

to

was indicated

was also hy¡lothesized

As predicted, inmates who had

make

stable attributions. The strength

by the phi statistic,

However, the

Q

=

.303.

that consistency would lead to personal

dispositions. A chi-square done to test this
p= .L2.

between these

was

not significant, X2(t) = 2.48,

relationship was in the expected direction, Q = .24,
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such

that

irunates who had been inprisoned before tended

to

make

internal

attributions.

5.

The

fifth prediction

was

more personal causation than those

that innates acting alone would

assune

acting with an acconplice. Within the
.,,,1.1,:.,:t,

sanple of 60 irunates, 27 had acted alone, 14 had one accomplice, 18 had
tuJo

or

more

partners, and one fellow stated he did not know, As predicted,

a significant positive correlation was found between the nunber of

rating of externality (r = .22, P_= .04)
6. The sixth hypothesis stated that irunates who had been imprisoned

,.:j.,t,,.,

accomplices and the innatest

for a long tine, or
would be more

who had been subjected

to

numerous

disciplinary

likely to have a'rpowerful othersfr orientation on

",';,'

neasures,

Levensonts

(1972) locus of control measure. In the present study two measures of
'rtimes disciplined" were obtained--self-report data on all 60 inmates,

and

infornation from the institution files was available for 29 of the participants
As the correlation between these tlvo measures was .83,
decided

p < .001, it

that the self-report data provided a highly accurate, valid

of frequency of discipline.

As

well, the self-report data

was

measuïe

was the most

conplete as it was available on all 60 participants. The expected positive

correlation between rrtimes'disciplinedrr and r?powerful others'f

was

not found

::,_:,.t:

..: :

,,,:,,',',.,,'.,'''
l::::-ì:: i:

(r = -.1,2, p_= .18).
and score on

The

-

,,,',: ,,,.:,,

i:::::

correlation between length of tine imprisoned

the t'powerful otherstr measure was also nonsignificant

(r = -.008, g= .48).
7.
be more

The seventh prediction was

likely to be negative

when

that staff rätings of innates would

staff and inmate attributions

ÍIere

discrepant than when they were congnuent. To test this, the differences

in staff and irunate ratings of internalíty/externality

and

stability/unstability

i,t':ìr:',1::i,:

ì'::':r¡:.:l
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with the two staff conposite neasures, I'progress/reinvolved'r

were correlated

"coping/fellows". None of the correlations were significant. For
internality/externality differences, the correlation with "progress/rein-

and

volvedrr was .14,

p_

= .L5, and the correlation with t'coping/fellowstr was

.10, g = .23. Difference scores for staff and inmate ratings of the
stability dinension correlated -.02, p = .45 with I'progress/reinvolved"
and

-.L7,

P_

= .10 with the "coping/fellowsrr composite

8. The eighth hypothesis suggested that inmates who nade attributions
to internal, stable factors would experience feelings similar to helplessness.

.

,,;,

,

.::

,,'

1.,

Following a nedian split done on the internality and stability ratings,

three 2 x 2 ANOVAs were performed with "resignedtr, "apathyt' and rrdepression"
as the dependent variables. The expected interaction between internality
and

stability ratings

Surnrnary

üras

not found with any of these three feelings.

tables of the results

and 'tapathy" there was a nain
inmates who

may

be found in Table 8. For both "resigned"

effect for the stability rating, such that

attributed their behaviour to ongoing, stable factors had higher

scores on the "resignedtt and I'apathy" items than

did innates who made

unstable attributions (resigned, F(1,56) = 4.92, P = .03; apaidny,

'

'

F(1,56) = 3.87, P= .05).

9.

The

ninth prediction

r4/as

that severe crimes would receive nultiple

' ,tt,_'.,.',tt.-,t

causal explanations rather than attributions to single factors. Each
irunate rated the severity

of his crine on a scale ranging from one to five.
_,.:.,.:,.:,:1;1,:,,

As predicted, a
own

significant correlation

rating of the severity of his crime

was found between each
and the number

inmaters

of explanations given,

r=.33r9=.006.
10.

The

last hypothesis predicted that

when an irrmate's behaviour

'".':' ::'::
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Table

8

Analysis of Variance

Surnmary TabIe

Relationship of Innate Ratings of Internality and Stability

to Feelings

Source

MSI

df

Resigned Apathy Depression Res Apa

Internality (A) 1

Stability (B)

AxB
Residual

*P'

'05

1.33
8.46
.28

23.91

1
r

3.00
11.38
2 .t9

56

2.31

2.9L

52.49

4.62
4 .80

Depr.

.30 .6L .46
4.92x 3.87* .09
.95 .13 .09
1

-
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attributed internally by staff,

was

coping

and he himself believed

that he was

welI, he would receive very favourable staff evaluations. When

he rated himself as coping poorly, and staff made internal attributions,

negative staff evaluations were expected. This was tested with 2 x

of variances

analyses

performed on

2

the two staff composite measures of

coping as the dependent variables. A median split was done on the location
measure

('rinternal" vs. "externaltr) and also on the inmate coping rating

vs. I'coping poorly") .

the analysis using the "progressf
reinvolved" staff conposite as the dependent variable the expected interaction
('rcoping wellrr

between

On

staff ratings of causality and inmate ratings of coping

found (see Table 9) . Ihere

r4ras

hras not

a significant main effect for the inmate

ratings of coping, such that innates

who perceived themselves as coping

well received higher staff ratings on rrprogress/reinvolved" than did
inmates who perceived themselves as coping
The mean

well

poorly, F(1,56) = 4.53, p =

staff coping rating for inmates who perceived

was 6.01-;

the

mean

for prisoners

.038.

thernselves as doing

who perceived thenselves as doing

poorly was 4.57. There was also a significant main effect for the staff

rating of internality,

such

that

when

staff perceived the

causes

of

an

inmaters crime as due to external factors, he was given higher ratings
than when staff perceived the causes of his crime as due to internal factors,

F(1r56) = 7.57, p-= .008. The
conposite for innates

the

rnean

whom

mean

staff

score on the rrprogress/reinvolved"

made

external attributions about was 5.88;

for those they nade internal attributions about

The

was 4.6.

results of the analysis using the composite related to internal

to prison life, "coping/fe1lowst', are shown in Table 10. The
mean values and standard deviations foi the various conditions are shown
adjustment
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Table

9

Analysis of Variance

Surnmary Table

Relationship of fnmate Rating of Coping and Staff Rating

of Interna1-iluy to Staff

Coping Composite "Progress/Reinvolved'r

Source

df

MS

f

Staff Rating
of Internality (A)

L

40.65

7

of Coping (B)

1

24.32

4

AxB

1

2.72

56

5.37

Inmate Rating

Residual

*significant

t
.57

.008 *

.53
. s1

.038 *
.480
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Table

10

Analysis of Variance

Summary Table

Relationship of Staff Ratings of Internality and Innate Ratings

of

to rrCoping/Fellows" Staff

Sun of
Squares

Source

Staff Rating
of Internality
Inmate

Coping

Coping

AxB
Residual

*significant

of
Freedon

Degrees

Conposite

Mean

2.09L

l_

2.09L

6.957

L

6

21.760

1

2L

188.251

s6

F

P

Square

.62

.43

.957 2.07

. 16

.760

3.362

6

.47

.01*

;::

^,{:

.1._ì.1

¡.;:j:,.:.

:

::-,;.t, :,:

;,:;

;::i t:::-;t:.::-!,:

-ji.r:::r.: ì:r:'..:

.-..1 . -.Ì--...
." .-..-.-..1:.t.:.1
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Table

11

Mean Scores on I'Coping/Fellows'r

Staff

b0

Very well

Staff

Rating

Composite

of

Causes

External

Internal

i = 8.59

i = 6.90

S.D. = 1.75

S.

i =

I =

.F

Pb0

oo

P(J

Éo

H

Poorly

6.57

S.D. = 1.70

D. =

l-

.80

7.64

S.D. = 2.76
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in Table 11.

No

nain effects were significant.

The interaction between

staff ratings of causality and inmate ratings of coping

was

significant,

F(1,56) = 6.47, y= .0L4, but it was not in the predicted direction.

when

staff perceived the causes of an inmatets crime as due to external factors,
those prisoners who thought they were coping well had higher scores on the

staff conposite than those who thought they were coping poorly. This was
not true when staff perceived the causes of their crirnes as due to internal
factors.
Discussion

results provide clear evidence for the importance of attributional
variables in a penitentiary setting. Forlowing a discussion of the
The

inplications of the
confirrned

hypotheses which r,rrere supported, those which weïe not

will be outlined and interpreted within an attributional

perspective.
An actor-observer
and

bias in attributions

made

by social service staff

the inrnates was strongly indicated. Staff consistently nade rnore

internal attributions about an inmate's crime than did the individual
hinself . As rnentioned earlier, l4Iells (1980) questioned the existence of
an actor-observer bias in c.ausal explanations for adolescentsr delinquent

behaviour. However, the present study provides clear support for the
existence of this classical tenet of attribution theory in a penitentiary

setting. As wel1, several other significant differences in perception were
found bethleen

staff

and

irunates. Staff rated inmates as naking less

progress, they expected more recidivisn, and attributed the causes of the
crime to more stable factors than did the irunates themselves. The ramific-

ations of these findings are numerous. Feelings of hostility and frustration

',i ; i': i-; ;"li: :

i+¡r",rr,.l::
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between inmates and

to

staff

see the prisoners

may be heightened

by the tendency for staff

in a rather negative light.

The causal explanations

given for crirninal'acts can influence the treatment received by offenders

at various points in the justice system. Decisions regarding parole
and

security classifications

may

staff nake (see Perlman, 1980).

be affected by the type of attributions

the "self-fulfilling
prophecy'r suggests that expectations can influence outcomes, a possibility

that

As we1l, research on

nay be influencing therapy offered

in the penitentiary.

Other doninant findings included the following: previous inprisonnent
was shown

to relate to stable attributions, inmates who perceived their

crimes as serious tended to give multiple explanations, and those who
acted with acconplices tended to make external attributions.

had

These results

indicate the inportance of background variables in understanding causal

attributions, replicating and extending previous work in this area (e.g.,
Feldnan Ç Rosen, 1978; Kel1ey,
had nade stable

1973). It

ratings tended to

was

also found that staff

have high expectations

who

of recidivism.

Again, this finding has an important implication for future decisions
: ..

regarding an irnnate, such as reconmendation for parole, day passes, or

transfer to a ninimum-secutcity institution.
Contrary to prediction, inmates who made internal attributions
regarding their crininal behaviour were not found to have higher coping

scores. Rather, there
own

r{as no

significant relationship between

inmatesf

ratings of their coping and their causal attributions, while staff

tended

to give higher coping scores to those inmates who nade external

attributions. This latter result

rnay

be explained within an attributional

framework. Weiner and Kukla (1970) suggest that external attribution-__o.f,-,,..*-!¡€É@

#

f,',¿',Ìiíl;Jrü'ià

w*æd

f-tmn¡.nlrå

r::
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failure serves ego-defensive purposes.

They argue

that

success

is

attributed to internal factors so that the personrs self-esteem is

enhanced,

while failure is attributed to external factors so that the person

may

maintain his or her self-esteem. rt may be that inrnates with higher
self-esteem (external attributions) function better and thus receive

higher ratings from the staff.

An innate who perceives commission of his

crime as a I'failurett and thus rnakes external attributions may be seen by

staff as acknowledging his nistake and thus rated

more

highly on coping

measures. Perhaps staff see externals in a moïe favourable light because
they understand the irunate cornnitted his crirne mainly because of circumstances

or other people. These factors

may

be seen as more changeable,

and

therefore one could argue that externals present a better risk.
The expected

correlation between length of time inprisoned

score on the "powerful others" measure

in the present study. This result
at

nean scores on

and

of locus of control was not

found

becones more interpretable when looking

the rrpowerful othersrr measure. Levenson (L974), who

founil a significant correlation between length of time inprisoned and powerful

others orientation, reported the following mean scoïes: for men irnprisoned

less than six months, 74.2i. for men imprisoned greater than five years,

2L.5.

she reported a mean score

of 16.7 on the scale

among

a sanple of

96 connunity adults (Levenson, 7972) while Sherrnan and Ryckman (1980)

reported a mean score of 14.7 anong a sample of 104 undergraduate

women.

In the present study the mean scoïe of the inmate sample on the I'powerful
others'r measure was 27.6, a score equal to that found for long-term

prisoners in Levensonrs sample. It appeared that in the present study
inrnates experienced a strong |tpowerful otherstt orientation, regardless
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of their length of imprisonment. This suggests existence of a ceiling
effect, so no differences due to length of time inprisoned could

be

detected.
Contrary to prediction, inrnates who nade internal, stable attributions

regarding their behaviour did not experience feelings sinilar to helplessness.
However, there r¡¡as a nain

effect for stability

such

ttrãt inmates

who

attributed their crime to stable factors tended to scoïe highly on the
measures

of resignation and apathy. rt

dirnension does not

may be

that the internality

relate to affective experience in the penitentiary

setting, or perhaps the absence of the expected interaction
rather

weak

was due

to

a

operationalization of helplessness. Affective variables do,

however, appear

to relate to coping. In supplenentary analyses significant

relati-onships were found between inrnate ratings of coping and depression

(r = -.36.; p_= .003)

and

their ratings of coping and loneliness (y= -.32,

P = .007). fnnates who rated themselves as coping well tended to have low
scores on the loneliness and depression measures.
T?re expected

attributions
was drawn

and

relationship between congruence of staff and inmate

high staff coping scoïes was not found. This hypothesis

fron the literature on person-environrnent fit,

of ratings does not appear to be a strong

measuïe

of

and congruence

person-envirohment

fit, as staff ratings do not provide an extremely valid

measure

of the

rrenvironnentrrvariable. Thus the present study did not provide an ideal

test of the prediction. A stronger

measure

of person-environnent fit

night involve conparing irunates' preferences and expectations regarding
prison life with the adninistrationts ideas regarding how highly regimented
and routinized prison

life shoutd be.

Perhaps

future research can clarify

-45-

the role of this concept in a prison setting.

In conclusion, the present study has generally supported attribution
theory. Strong evidence for the existence of an actor-observeï bias in
explanations for crininal behaviour was found. Staff who made stable

attributions were found to have high expectations for recidivisn.
Previous imprisonnent hlas shown
who perceived

inmates

their crimes as serious tended to give nultiple explanations,

and those who had acted
The existence

to relate to stable attributions,

with acconplices tended to nake external attributions.

of loneliness and depression

ü¡as found

to be associated with

poor inmate coping. The findings have both theoretical and practical
irnportance.
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Appendix

A

Dear

I
rny

am

doing a study as partial fulfillrnent of requirernents for

university degree, and have randonly

at Stony Mountain to interview.
name ü/as

drawn.

My research

to their criminal behaviour,

drawn

You are one

the

names

of

100 inmates

of the individuals

whose

looks at what factors inmates feel led

up

and also examines how you believe you

are coping in prison and how you are feeling. This study has been
approved

by the Solicitor General Research and Program Evaluation

Connittee, although I

arn

not an enployee of the penitentiary.

Participants will be interviewed and asked to fill

out several

questionnaires. This should take approxinately two hours. In the past
people have found these questionnaires interesting and helpful.

The

inforrnation you provide will be used for scholarly research only -case reports

no

will be released. Participation in this study is

voluntary.

I would appreciate'your help

and cooperation, and am willing to

answer any questions you rnay have about

the study. A brief sunrnary of

results will be sent to all participants in the fall.

Sincerely,

:'

_56_

Consent Forn

I agree to participate in Kathy Saulnierrs

L979 survey

Mountain residents.

(Nane)

(Co-Signed)

(Date)

of

Stony

..
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Appendix

B

Crininal Attribution

Scale

Listed below are two statements about several different situations.
We

would

TRUE.

like you to pick fron

each

pair the one which you feel is

M0ST

Naturally, these descriptions are very short, and every sítuation

is unique. But, we would like you to indicate what is nost likely or
frequently the case in situations such as these.

1.

A.

Sone people blow up because

B.

Sorne

their friends make fun of

then.

people bLow up because they donrt have much control

of thenselves.
2.

3.

A.

Most rapes happen because the woman really wants

B.

Most rapists have an ugly and mean streak

A.

If a guy hits his boss, it

it.

in then.

was probably because the guy has

a bad temper.

B.

If a guy hits his boss, it
riding

4.

A.

hirn and was asking

was probably because the boss

was

for it.

Therefs probably sonething wrong with rnost of the people

who

corunit murders.

B.

Most people who commit murders

didntt

person, it was really an accident.

mean

to ki1I the other

-59-

5.

A.

Most women who becorne

have any other way

B.

to

Most women who become

prostitutes do it
make

because they donrt

a living.

prostitutes do it because they don't

care about what theyrre doing.

6.

A.

Most shoplifters probably

really

need what they

steal but

havenrt the money to buy it.

7.

Most

A.

People

...;::1:r,

to do at parties.
at parties

B.

People usually get hígh

A.

A person who wrítes bad cheques usually does

because

it nakes then feel
it to buy things

they want but donrt want to work for.

B.

.',,,1 ,-..,

usually get high at parties because that's what youtre

supposed

8.

., :,

shoplifters steal for kicks.

B.

A person who wri'tes had cheques usually'does
need the money

to buy dope.

it

because they

good.

I

-i,::, '-
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Locus

of Control

C

Measure

o+rc)
o(Úc)
..i

t¡

!

Þ03ÞooPc)
(c(t)(do(do)
Ø-cØh.c¡r Þ0
.Fl
O 'r'l
3
OØO

xoxxox

Fl
O
'-{
ÞO$r+r+Jb0

r-{

Ø

b0

ri

H\4H

ocdb0b0c)0
tt,
F{
'Ìl '-t
.rl
.P
r--{ r-r

ØÊc/)(n
1.

Whether

or not I get to be a leader

mostly on my ability.

2.

To a great extent ny life
accidental happenings.

3.

4.
5.

depends

is controlled

by

Ê{ F{
ÞO {J

-3-2-1I23
-3

-2

-1

I feel like what happens in ny life is
mostly determined by powerful others.

-3

-2

-1

Whether or not I get into a car accident
depends mostly on how good a driver I am.

-J

-¿

-1

23

-3

-2

-1.

23

When

I

rnake

plans, I

am

nake then work.

almost certain to

6.

Often there is no chance of protecting my
personal interest frorn bad luck happenings.

-3

-2

-1

23

7.

When

I get what I want, itts usually
because Ifn lucky.

-3

î

-1

23

-3

-2

-1

-3

-2

-L

-3

-2

-1

-.3

-2

-1

-3

,

-1

8.

9.

Although I night have good ability,

I will

not be given leadership responsibility without
appealing to those in positions of authority.
How many

friends I have

a person I

10.

I have
happen

L1.

My

depends on how nice

am.

often found that what is going to
will happen.

life is chiefly controlled by powerf.ul

others.

or not I get into a car accident
is rnostly a matter of luck.

12.

Whether

1.3.

like nyself have very Iittle chance of -3 -2
protecting our personal interests when they
conflict with those of strong pressure groups.
People

-L

23

23

-:

i..:;-

:---_..t.-'l

;:"^"::
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74, 'Itrs not
15.

always wise for me to plan too far
ahead because nany things turn out to be
a matter of good or bad fortune.

-3-2

Getting what I want requires pleasing those

-3

b0

-1. t23

a
-L

-1

above me.

-3 -2

16.

oï not I get to be a leader depends
lrn lucky enough to be in the right
place at the right tine.

L7.

If inportant people were to decide they didnrt
like ne, I probably wouldnrt make rnany friends.

-3

a

-1

18.

I can pretty rnuch determine what will
in my life.

-3

-2

-1

19.

usually able to protect
interests.

my personal

-3

-z

-L

20.

Whether
depends

or not I get into a car accident
nostly on the other driver.

-3

a
-L

-1

23

2L.

When

-3

-2

-1

23

-3

.}
-L

-1

23

Whether
whether

I

am

I get what I want, it's usually
for it.

happen

because

worked hard
22.

In order to have ny plans work, I make sure
that they fit in with the desires of people
who have pohler

over

on

ï

-1

23

me.

life is detennined by my own actions.

23.

My

24.

It's chiefly a matter of fate whether or not
I have a few friends or many friends.

-3 -2 -1
-3-2-11

L

23
23
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D

ïnterview Schedule and Innate Questionnaire

Background

Infornation Sheet

Age:
Race:

Last Grade finished in school. or

GED:

Religion (if any):
Prison groups of which you are a member (e.g., AA, Jaycees, MIB):

Where

are you from?

Crine (nost serious if several):

Person

or

Property
Sentence:

Tine already served:
Was

the crime done alone?

Before you were

in a similar

in príson, how rnany of your friends

crime?

Infornation from files

Prior record:
Number

of times disciplined:

Sentence:

Time Served:
Crirne:
Age:

had been involved

-65

Peoplers behaviour can
Sometirnes what we do

-

reflect a number of different things.

reflects our personality

tines it reflects our circumstances
friends, or

even

just

chance

and

events.

and

habits; other

situation, the influence of

When

you think about your

crime, what would you say were the nain factors that Ied up to it?

-66-

Did any of the following factors play a part in the crine? Check off

the ones that did:
Drugs

Alcohol

for

money

victim

asked

A need
The

for it

Influence of ny friends
Problens

at

hone

IrmnaturityCt""*rp/fived in a bad neighbourhood
Lack

of control

Parents didnrt tleat me right
Mental oroblems
Airnl ess

Nobody would

give me a job

Drunk

at the time

Overal

1, think about the causes of the crime. Did it occur rnainly because

of sonething about you
due

to

(s'uch as your personality

something about the

or habits), or

was

.-, ,,.;,.,

:.:.',',.'
:_..:: i:.:::

situation or another person or persons?

sonething
about me

sonething about

the other person

oI
because of something

:ì-r'-.t:,.
,_.::1.--:

persons

Did the crime occur because of sonething that changes easily (such

luck, fate, your rnood), or

it

,"¡

pretty unchanging

as

(such

:

-67 -

as long-term lack of a job, or other unchanging qualities of a person

or situation)

?

5

1

sornething
unchanging

something

that

changes

How much

.t,:.,:,:,r,t.:
' ..i:;
.'.

'.:

.: ,- .: ,:.::'.

,a:;:.a

::

control did you have over the rnain things that led up to the

crine?

'

,

t234s

.: -'. .

,.;

at aI1

control

How much

do the causes

of this crime affect other areas of your life?
5

1

caused

this

caused
events

event only

How

many

likely do you feel that a sinilar crine will occur in your life?
5

1

not at all
likely to

certain to
happen again

happen again

How

upsetting was being charged with the crime for

1

not at all
upsetting

you?
5

extremely

upsetting

-:- - ._

: ,.

.
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When

you were charged

with the crine,

how

did you feel?

r234

5

not at all

extremely

GUILTYT2S4

5

ASHAMED7234

5

SURPRISEDL234

5

MADT234

5

ASTONISHEDL2S4

5

REVENGEFULl2S4

5

FURIOUSL234

5

INCOMPETENTT234

5

RESIGNEDT234
APATHETIC1.234

5

TNADEQUATEl2s4

5

How serious was

your crime?
2

1

5

not at all

very serious

serious

How

well

do

you feel you aîe getting along with your fe11ow prisoners?

45

23

1

not at all

very well

well

Do you

By

feel you are rnaking

this I

mean problern

t2
no pTogress

that

any progress on any problens you níght have?
rnay have

contributed to your crirninal behaviour.

34s
a great deal of

prSgress

-69-

How

well

do you

think the prison officials

(LUDOs, your

parole officer)

think you are coping?
5

1

very well

not at all
wel

1

How

well have you been able to maintain relationships with your outside

friends and fanily while in prison?
5

1

not at all

very well

well

Overall,

how

well

do you

feel you are coping in prison?
5

1

not at all

very well

well

Given the way things are going now, when do you think you
on

parole?

Do you

will get out

think you will get out early, at the "nomal" time,

or later than average?
Early

Check

Late

Normal

the activities you are presently involved with:

newspaper_

church

music

sports

AA

(continued next page)
Number

of outside friends

Nurnber

of outside relatives

-70-

Activities (contfd)
Rehabilitation Awareness Proi ect
Ir{anitoba Indian Brotherhood

Others (please list)

Where

are you presently working?

How rnany

Taking

friends would you say you have in Stony Mountain?

all things together,

how would you say

would you say yourre very happy,
days

things are these days--

pretty happy, or not too

happy these

?

very happy (

)

pretty h"ppy (

)

not too h"ppy (

)

-71.

-

Loneliness Scale-Survey Version
Now

r an going to read you four statements concerning your feelings.

Please

tell ne how often you feel the

way described

in

each statenent.

For each, tel1 ne if you feel the way described never, rarely,

sometirnes

or often.
1.

The

first statement is:

Do you

feel that

u¡ay never

r feel in tune with the people around ne.

, tately,

sometimes

::..):..
, ,

or often?

-.:,'4.:,.-.,a..t,.

(4) Never

,,:,;,;,,,..,,

''

"

(3) Rare1y
(2)

.

Sometimes

(1) Often
2.

The second statement

is:

People are around me but not with

me.

Do

you feel that way never, rarely, sometirnes or often?

(1)

Never

(2) Rarely
(3)

Sonetines

(4) Often
3.

The

third staternent.is: I can find

;.:;:':

cornpanionship when

I want it.

Do

,

.'_::

-

:.':::

you feel that way nevet, rarely, sometirnes or often?

(4)

.'.

:,,_-,::,:,ai

::,.;

::::

Never

(g) Rarely
...r.,..,,,,,.:

(2) Sonetimes
(1)
4.
that

The
way

'. '.

Often

fourth staternent is: itlo-one really

never, rarely, sometimes or often?

knows ne

well.

Do you feel

. '.'-

;i.:t-.r:-Ì':-1.ì:;.rl:l;.j::':

j:::j;

jl

li:lti:ì. ;:;l;::!:r,:ti
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(1)

Never

(2) Rarely
(3)

Sometimes

(4)

Often

APPENDIX
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Beck Depression fnventory

Circle the statenent which best describes our current feelinss.
1.
a

3.

4.
5.
1.
a

3.

4.
5.
L.
¿.
3.

4,
5.
L.

2.
3.

4.
5.
1.
a

3.
+.
5.
1.

2.
3.
4.
5.
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

I do not feel sad.
I feel blue or sad.
I an blue or sad all the time and I can't snap out of it.
I a¡n so sad or unhappy that it is quite painful.
I arn so sad or unhappy that I canrt stand it.
r
I
I
I
r

am

f
I
I
I
I

an not particularly dissatisfied.
feel bored nost of the time.
don't enjoy things the way I used to.

an

f
I
I
I
I

donrt feel particularly guilty.
feel bad or unworthy a good part of the time.
feel quite guilty.
feel bad or unworthy practically all the time
feel as though I arn very bad or worthless.

not particularry pessinistic or discouraged about the future.
feel discouraged about the future.
feel I have nothing to look forward to.
feel I wonrt ever get oveï ny troubles.
feel that the future is hopeless and that things cannot inprove.
f do not feel like a failure.
I feel I have failed more than the average person.
I feel I have acconplished very little that is worthwhile or thar means
anything.
As r look back on ny life all r can see is a lot of failures.
I feel f am a complete failure as a person.

I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I
I

donrt get satisfaction out of anything any moïe.

dissatisfied with everything.

donrt feel I

have a

arn

being punished.

feeling that

something bad nay happen

feel I an being punished or will be punished.
feel I deserve to be punished.
want to be punished.
donrt feel disappointed in myself.

an disappointed in myself.
donft like nyself.
am disgusted with nyself.

hate myself.

now.

to

me.

-7s -

1.

)

3.

4.
1.

)

3.

4.
5.
6.
1.
2.
3.

4.
1_.

)

3.

4.
1.
?

3.

4.
1.

)

3.

4.
1.

)

3.

I
I
I
I

donrt feel I an any worse than anyone else.
an critical of nyself for ny weaknesses or rnistakes.
blane myself for my faults.
blane nyself for everything bad that happens.

I
r
I
I
I
I

donrt have any thoughts of harming nyself.
have thoughts of harning myself but r would not carry then out.

feel I would be better off dead.
feel ny fanily would be better off if I were dead..
have definite plans about committing suicide.
would kill nyself if I could.

f donft cry any more than usual.
I cry rnore no$J than I used to.
I cry all the time now. I canrt stop it.
I used to be able to cry but now I canrt cry at all even though I want to.
I am no more irritated now than f ever am.
I get annoyed or irritated more easily than I used to.
I feel irritated all the tine.
r dontt get irritated at all at the things that used to irritate me.
I have not lost interest in other people.
I arn less interested in other people now than I used to be.
I have lost most of ny interest in other people and have little
feeling for then.
I have lost all ny interest in other people and dontt care about then
at all.
I make decisions about as well as ever
I try to put off naking decisions.
I have great difficulty in making decisions.
I canrt make any decisions at all any more.
I donrt feel I look any worse than I used to.
I an worried that I am looking old or unattractive.
r feel that there afe permanent changes in ny appeaïance and they

me

look unattractive.

4.

I feel that I an ugly or repulsive-looking.

1.

I can work about as well as before.
It takes extra effort to get started at doing sonething.
I donrt work as well as f used to.
I have to push nyself very hard to do something.
I can't do any work at all.

z.
3.

4.
5.
1.
a

3.

4.

nake

I can sleep as well as usual.
I wake up more tired in the morning than I used to.
r wake up 1 - 2 hours earrier than usual and find it hard to get back
to sleep.
r wake up early every day and cantt get more than 5 hours s1eep.

::

j:t;..-.::

a.::

: t:_ : : tr. i _ _1---: - :-":

:..-::'
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I
I
I
I

donrt get any more tired than usual.
get tired more easily than I used to.
get tired fron doing anything.
get too tired to do anything.

appetite is no worse than usual.
appetite is not as good as it used to be.
lvly appetite is much worse nor^¡.
I have no appetite at all any more.
My
My

I
I
I
I

1.

t

3.
4.

havenft lost nuch weight, if any, LateIy.
lost rnore than 5 pounds.
lost more than 10 pounds.
lost more than L5 pounds.

have
have
have

I arn no more concerned about my health than usual.
f am concerned about aches and pains or upset stomach or constipation.
I arn so concerned with how f feèf or what I feel that itrs hard to
think of nuch else.
I an conpletely absorbed ín what I feel.
I have not noticed any recent change in my interest in sex.
I arn less interested in sex than I used to be.
I arn much less interested in sex now.
I have lost interest in sex completely.

APPENDIX F

PENITENTIARY STAFF QUESTIONNAIRE
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F

Penitentiary Staff Questionnaire
Overall

, think about the

causes

of thís

inmater s

crime. Did it

occur

nainly because of something about hin (such as his personality or habits)

or

h¡as

it due to

something about

the situation or another person?

1

Sonething
about hin

Something about

the situation or
other persons

Did the crime occur because of something that changes easily (such as luck,

fate, personrs nood)--or
ability, or

because

of sonething pïetty unchanging (such

qualities of a person or situation)

unchanging

as

?

1

5

Sonething

that

How

Something
unchanging

changes

likely do you feel that a sirnilar crime will

12

occur

in the inmatets life?
,5

34

Not at all
likely to

certain to
happen again

happen again
How

well

do

you

feel this inmate is getting

along

with fellow prisoners?

2.3:45

1

not at all
l

very well

wel

feel that

Do

you

By

this I

he.

is

making any progress on any problems he

nean problems

night

have?

that nay have contributed to his crininal behaviour.

:

3

1_

No

progress

.5
a great deal
of progress

'
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overall,

how

well do you feel this inmate is coping in prison?

12_5:4-5
not at
all well

very well

::
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Appendix

G

Coding Instructions

Please code the

overall story. Decide if you think the overall explanation

given is predominantly internal or external. Use the following scale:
Location Scale Value Labels:
3

Internal

An

Mostly

4

Mutual

Internal

5

Mostly
External

or
Uncertain

External

internal attrlbution is one in which the locatíon of the cause

is in the person

whose behavioural outcorne

such as the personts

is being explained.

ability, personality, effort, notivations,

Causes

mood, or

physical characteristics are internal in location. External locations
are causes outside of the person--causes located in other people, in

luck, or in social norms or pïessures. Mutual attributions are
causes between the person and other

shared

factors such as ability-situation

interactions or conpatible personality characteristics. Since both
and uncertain

attributions lie

between

internal

and external

mutual

attributions,

the same code is used for both.
Coding
L

Stable

for Stabili.ty: Scale V_alue Labels
5

Uncertain

5

Unstable

stable causes are causes which are not expected to vary over

tine and are relevant to the criterion, while unstable causes fluctuate
or are not relevant to the criterion. rn cases where stability is

1.,...1,,-:.-..-:-....-.-,:....:.:i::t-:.':.-::-::,.:-.:-:".--..-:.r._-l-'::i..ìi.i-.il-iì

}
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uncertain, use the code for uncertain (g). The criterion situation

is

"How

likely do you feel the individual

wourd engage

in the sane

if the same situation arose again?'r rhus, the criterion
situation differs for each person t s crime.

behaviour

Exanples

L.

The response'rr

dontt berieve selling drugs is wrong, r think

itfs up to the people involved to decide for themselvestr, would be coded
as internal and stable, because the individual is expressing his personal
belief (internal)
2.

and

this is not expected to fluctuate greatly.

"r did it because everybody was on my back--and
the guy asked for it too. He was flashing his noney, sitting downtown
The response

flashing itrr, would be coded as external because the individual sees the
causes

of his crirne as located outside hinself,

and coded as uncertain on

the stability dinension because it is not clear whether he perceives these
factors to be stable or unstable.
As a generar

just

it to

rule, responses such as ttit

was boozet',

oï "alcohol

are coded as extemal , while a statement such as "r
have a problen v,rith drinkingil would be coded as internal.
does

mett

':'|.::.!:

; ::.

:

:: rì..,:

,

Í:;,:::l:::
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Sanple Stories
Manslaughter

r

to other people and they vrere pressuring ne--r
had no choice, if r didnft do it they would do something to ne. I
$

owed

8000

couldntt go to ny parents, and the bank would laugh. rf r vrent to
Portugal, o'r Brazil, theyrd find me--these are big people, it's an
organization, r had to do it. r was ganbling and the owner of the
apartment block asked ne

think about it.
showed me

I

was

if rfd do the job--he

to be paid $

1_5,000

gave me two weeks to

for it,

and Ji¡n

g 1500.

He

the b1ock, what had to be done. r got the gas, went to the

basernent. The block was supposed to be empty, people were supposed to
be told an inspector hlas coming, but there was an old nan there--he

drunk--if r
basement,

knew he was

lit it,

the explosion
from my

there r would have saved hin. r went to the

and the door locked behind

hired ne did it--once f
came

was

ne (r think the guy that

was burned he would have had no

evidence).

When

the door opened, r was all burning, skin was hanging

fingers, r tried to

go home, people

called the anbulance.

üim,

the watchman, hre used his car, got z years. r got L2. The owner of the
block got life.

I

had trouble

here, I knew I would--in prison they donrt

like you to testify against sonebody. They call me a rat. Twice r went
to protection--they ran ne. r wonrt owe the $ 8000 when r get out--once
yourre in jail they forgive you--they told ny father r an punished
enough.

The preceding story was coded as

external, unstable by both raters.

Wounding

Alcohol and jealousy.
This was coded r'srt by the raters on the location dimension, indicating

-84-

I'nutual or uncertainrr and r'5tt on the stability dinension.

Trafficking

I like
cheaper

a little

bit, I love cocaine, and itrs
plus I
to buy in quantity, wholesale, than little by little.
marihuana and LSD,

wouldnrt have to contact the people in the drug scene so often, just
every two months instead of every other week. As long as rrm doing it
by myself and I donrt involve other people, I think itts 0K. plus I

donrt consider those drugs dangerous, I don't drink. r felt r was using
drugs

in a positive

way

that didnft interfere with ny work (nusician)

or relationships with others--not sitting in
day--I was using it like a nartini.

I

rny house

getting stoned all

can understand how drugs could be

detrimental to sone people. I would call ny case "drug useil rather than
Itdrug abuserr.

I

was

not expecting to be busted because f wasntt into big

business. The RCMP knocked on my door and asked to buy cocaine, r said
no, then they got out a search waïrant.
This story was coded as 'rinternalrt and nunstabler.

RaPe
--there

was booze

involved, drugs involved,

hre

were following

the

ringleadeï, oï sometimes I would be the ringleader. I did it because
rtm srnall and r wanted to prove rtm still

" ""'1 t""

1:;:::::':::::"

.'...::.. '.::.,.,',

.:.:: .'-

",:¡r;;;,,;;;;:;,;:'

powerfur and didn't "fuck

aroundrr.

This story hras coded as "internalrt and ttstable'r by the two raters.
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Appendix

Analysis of Variance

H

Summary Table

Relationship of Inmate Ratings of InternaLity and Stability

to

rnnate coping

composite
:.,i,,,,,-,.,,_,.

Source

df

Internality
Stability

(A)

(B)

AxB
Residual

MS

F

1

5.2L

1

4.02

T

1

.35

.49
.38
.1.3

56

10

.54

Mean Scores on Inrnate Coping Conposite

Inmate Rating

qP
ç

Stable

.rl
+J

(¡)

c
H

unstable

External Internal
i=L7.44
i=10.59
S.D. = 3.6 S.D. = 3.1
i=10.68
i=10.50
S.D. = 2.6 S.D. = 4.7

P

.49
.54
.72

APPENDIX

ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE

I

STJ}4IvIARY TABLE

RELATIONSHIP OF IN¡4ATE RATINGS OF INTERNALITY AND STABILITY

T0,,C0PING/FELLOI\IS" STAFF COMP0SITE
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Appendix I

Analysis of Variance

Summary Table

Relationship of Inrnate Ratings of InternaLity and Stability

to "Coping/Fellowstt Staff
Source

df

Internality
Stability

(A)

(B)

AxB
Residual

Conposite

q

MS

1

5.37

1

.97

1

3.38

56

3.70

Mean Scores on "Coping/Fe11ows"

Staff

t.45
.26
. 91

Conposite

Inrnate Rating

bo

Stable

+J
Cg

0)

l¡

Unstable

External
x = 7.39
S.D. = 1.9
i=8.0
S.D. = 1.4

Internal

x = 7.L2
S.D. = 2.3

x=6.67
S.D. = 2.3

P

.23
.6L
.34

